
CHRONIC DEPRESSION leads to ALZHEIMER’s Disease 
 

According to a study published in the journal Neurology, suffering from depression multiplies your risk of 

Alzheimer’s — and not just by a little bit. 
 

For six years, researchers studied the brains of 486 people aged 60 to 90. 

 They discovered a chilling fact. People who were depressed were more than 4 times more likely to develop 

dementia in their senior years…And if depression hit in their 40’s, their risk multiplied by 5 times. 
  

But that’s not the whole story. 

 

By studying the brain scans of healthy versus depressed people, doctors saw a striking difference. 
  

Can you see it? The unhealthy brain shows “holes” in certain areas of the brain. 
 

Now, wherever you see “holes”, that equates to poor brain activity and brain damage linked to anxiety and 

depression. When you throw EMFs into the mix, the picture looks even bleaker. 
  

We're still learning about the interplay between EMFs, Alzheimer’s, depression and anxiety but several studies 

have found links between Alzheimer’s and cell phone radiation exposures, occupational EMF exposures and 

power line exposures. 
  

Research also suggests the abuse of digital technology (in young and old) is resulting in the breakdown of 

cognitive abilities in a way that is traditionally seen in people who have Alzheimer's disease. 
 

That’s why it’s crucial to get the best NATURAL TREATMENTS proven to reverse depression and anxiety. 
  

Fortunately, there are natural protocols proven to help reverse conditions like 

depression and anxiety, and even prevent or reverse dementia and Alzheimer’s.  
  

These solutions are inexpensive, drug-free, and side-effect free…  

 All you need to do is use them as recommended. 

 

The Dr. Jewel’s BRAIN BALANCING PROGRAM resolves many neurological disorders permanently. 

No other therapy is more EFFECTIVE, PAINLESS, INEXPENSIVE and allows you to access the best and 

THOROUGH functionality of your BRAIN & NERVOUS SYSTEM. ENROLL INTO THE DJBP TODAY!  

 

VISIT: WWW.JUIS.EDUCATION to get more information & to Enroll 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=O8gLX&m=3WQkPqTkEDT9K6A&b=DSMyF6LQbNMLAKsSYAXzjA
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=O8gLX&m=3WQkPqTkEDT9K6A&b=DSMyF6LQbNMLAKsSYAXzjA

